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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL DISTRICT & SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC) 
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR 

 

1. Abadul Islam 

2. Bador Ali 

   ..............Accused 

            Vs.  

          State of Assam 

   ..............Opposite party 

  

 Present:  Syed Burhanur Rahman, A.J.S. 

        Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC). 

  

 Advocate for the accused : Sri D. Sattar 

 Advocate for the State : Mr. M.P Hazarika 

 Date of hearing  : 09.06.2022 

 Date of order   : 09.06.2022 

 
ORDER  

  

1. Learned Addl. P.P is present.  

2. Learned counsel on behalf of the accused Abadul 

Islam and Bodor Ali has filed the instant petition U/s 

439 Cr.P.C for granting the bail to the accused 

persons who are languishing in jail since 06.04.2022, 

in connection with Bihpuria P.S. Case No. 62/2022, 

u/s 379/279/427/353/307/224/352/323, R/W section 

13(i) Assam Cattle Prevention Act and R/w section 

11(d) of prevention of Cruelty to Animal Act 1960,  

corresponding to G.R Case No. 377/2022. 

3. As per the allegation made against the accused 

persons is that on 06.04.2022 at about 10.30 pm, S.I 
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Rajkumar Pegu of Dhalpur Outpost received a phone 

call from O.C Bihpuria P.S, that one vehicle (truck) 

disobeyed the police signal in front of Bihpuria P.S 

with a rash and negligence manner, hit and damaged 

the police barricade as the truck managed to fled 

away towards Narayanpur. Thereafter, Police erected 

a strong barricade in front of Dhalpur outpost. 

However, seeing the police barricade in front of 

Dhalpur Outpost, the driver of the truck without 

number plate stopped the truck few metres away 

from the barricade and about 4-5 persons jumped 

out of the truck and started running to evade police 

arrest.  On seeing the running criminals, the police 

team chased them to apprehend. After a chase 4 of 

them fled away near a pond taking the advantage of 

darkness fought with the police team. In that chase 

and fight 3 of the police personnel got injured. 

Overpowering the police team 4 of the criminals tried 

to run away. Police warned them, finding no other 

way out to stop the fleeing criminals police fired 6 

rounds  of bullets aiming towards the lower portion 

of the leg. As a result 2 criminals sustained bullet 

injury on their legs. The injured criminals were 

identified as present accused Md. Bodor Ali and Md. 

Abadul Islam.  

4. Learned Counsel on behalf of the accused persons 

have submitted that already the accused persons are 
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languishing in jail hajot for about 65 day and they are 

only the labourers who were hired by the owners for 

doing some other tasks and not in the alleged 

smuggling of cattle.  

5. Learned Addl. P.P on the other hand has submitted 

that both the accused persons along with the other 

co-accused put stiff resistance against the police 

personnel and in the process even the police 

personnel were injured. Moreover, other co-accused 

managed to flee from the place of occurrence, so the 

custody of the present accused persons are required 

for ongoing investigation.  

6. Today, the court has received the case diary and 

upon perusal of the case diary  it is revealed that the 

accused persons along with other co-accused did not 

stop the vehicle and even the police barricades are 

also damaged. Moreover, 23 nos. of cows are already 

recovered in the said truck which was plying without 

any registration plate. Also it is alleged that the police 

personnel were injured when they tried to apprehend 

the accused persons. That apart the investigation is 

also not complete and the further detention of the 

accused is still required to locate the whereabouts of 

other co-accused. In view of the same the instant 

bail application deserved to be rejected and 

accordingly the prayer for bail is hereby rejected. 

7. Disposed of.  
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8.  Case record/ Case diary may be returned back.  

 

 Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 

the 09th   day of June/ 2022.  

 

              (Syed Burhanur Rahman) 
 Addl. Sess. Judge (FTC) 

            Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur 
 
 

Certified that the order is typed 
to my dictation and corrected by 

me and each page bears my signature.  
 

 
 

  (Syed Burhanur Rahman) 

    Addl. Sess. Judge (FTC) 
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur 


